Abstract. We introduce a dual logarithmic residue map for hypersurface singularities and use it to answer a question of Kyoji Saito. Our result extends a theorem of Lê and Saito by an algebraic characterization of hypersurfaces that are normal crossing in codimension one. For free divisors, we relate the latter condition to other natural conditions involving the Jacobian ideal and the normalization. This leads to an algebraic characterization of normal crossing divisors. We suggest a generalization of the notions of logarithmic vector fields and freeness for complete intersections. In the case of quasihomogeneous complete intersection space curves, we give an explicit description.
Introduction
In the landmark paper [Sai80] , Kyoji Saito introduced the modules of logarithmic differential forms and of logarithmic vector fields along a reduced divisor D in a complex manifold S. These algebraic objects contain deep geometric, topological, and representation theoretic information on the singularities that is only partly understood.
The notion of freeness of a divisor, defined in terms of these logarithmic modules, generalizes that of a normal crossing divisor (see Remark 1.5.(1) below). Free divisors can be seen as the opposite extreme of isolated singularities: They have maximal, in fact Cohen-Macaulay, singular loci. Classical examples of free divisors include discriminants in the deformation theory of singularities (see for instance [Sai80, (3.19) ], [Loo84, §6] , [vS95] ) and reflection arrangements and discriminants of Coxeter groups (see [Sai80, (3.19) ], [Ter80b] ). More recent examples are discriminants in certain prehomogeneous vector spaces (see [GMS11] ). The freeness property is closely related to the complement of the divisor being a K(π, 1)-space (see [Sai80,  (1.12)], [Del72] ), although these two properties are not equivalent (see [ER95] ). Even in special cases, such as that of hyperplane arrangements, freeness is not completely understood. For instance, Terao's conjecture on the combinatorial nature of freeness for arrangements is one of the central open problems in arrangement theory.
Another interesting construction based on logarithmic modules has been given much less attention: Generalizing classical residue constructions of Poincaré and Leray, Saito introduced the residue of a logarithmic differential form. Logarithmic residues of 1-forms are meromorphic functions on the normalizationD of D. In contrast, a holomorphic function onD can be considered as a so-called weakly holomorphic function on D, that is, a function on the complement of the singular locus Sing D of D, locally bounded near points of Sing D. While any such weakly holomorphic function is the residue of some logarithmic 1-form, the image of the residue map might be strictly larger than the ring of weakly holomorphic functions. The case of equality was related by Lê and Saito to a geometric, and to a purely topological property. Theorem 1.1 (Lê-Saito). Let D be a reduced divisor in a complex manifold S. Then the implications (1) ⇔ (2) ⇒ (3) hold true for the following statements:
(1) The local fundamental groups of S\D are Abelian.
(2) D is normal crossing in codimension 1.
(3) The residue of any logarithmic 1-form along D is weakly holomorphic.
The implications (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3) in Theorem 1.1 were obtained by Saito [Sai80, (2.13)]. The implication (1) ⇐ (2) established by Lê and Saito [LS84] is quite deep: it generalizes the Zariski conjecture for nodal curves proved by Fulton [Ful80] and Deligne [Del81] .
While most constructions in Saito's logarithmic theory and its generalizations have a dual counterpart (for instance, restriction maps in arrangement theory), a notion of a dual logarithmic residue associated to a vector field was not know to the authors. The main motivation for this article was to construct such a dual logarithmic residue (see Section 3). This duality turns out to translate condition (3) in Theorem 1.1 into the more familiar equality of the Jacobian ideal and the conductor ideal of a normalization. This will lead to a proof of the missing implication in Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.2. The implication (2) ⇐ (3) in Theorem 1.1 holds true.
Under the additional hypothesis that D is a free divisor, there are other algebraic conditions equivalent to those in Theorem 1.1. (7) D is Euler-homogeneous. Then (2) ⇐ (4) ⇒ (7). If D is a free divisor then (2) ⇔ (4) ⇔ ( (5) and (6)).
This leads to the following algebraic characterization of normal crossing divisors. (1) Faber [Fab11] first studied condition (4) and raised the question whether any free divisor with radical Jacobian ideal is a normal crossing divisor. She reduced the problem to the irreducible case and gave a positive answer for special cases including plane curves, singularities with Gorenstein Jacobian ideal, and hyperplane arrangements. The implications (2) ⇐ (4) ⇒ (7) in Theorem 1.3 as well as ingredients of the proof of Theorem 1.4 are due to Faber.
(2) Saito [Sai80, (2.11)] proved Theorem 1.2 for plane curves. If D is holonomic in codimension 1, this yields the general case by analytic triviality along logarithmic strata (see [Sai80, §3] ). However, for example, the equation xy(x + y)(x + yz) = 0 defines a well-known free divisor which is not holonomic in codimension 1.
(3) Saito [Sai80, (2.9) iii) ⇔ iv)] proved the equivalence of two conditions which are stronger than (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.1, respectively: Let D 1 , . . . , D k denote the local irreducible components of D at a point p ∈ D. Then, in the strong version of (2), self-intersections of D 1 , . . . , D k in codimension 1 near p are excluded, while in the strong version of (3), the residues are required to be sums of functions on D 1 , . . . , D k near p, instead of on the corresponding normalizationsD 1 , . . . ,D k . For example, the Whitney umbrella is irreducible and, in codimension 1, normal crossing but not smooth due to self-intersection. However, it is not free and does not constitute a counter-example to the question in (1).
In the last Section 5, we study a natural generalization of freeness for complete intersections. We define an analogue of the module of logarithmic vector fields and describe it explicitly in the case of homogeneous complete intersection space curves (see Proposition 5.5).
Freeness and Jacobian
In this section, we review Saito's logarithmic modules, the relation of freeness and Cohen-Macaulayness of the Jacobian ideal, and the duality of maximal CohenMacaulay fractional ideals. We switch to a local setup for the remainder of the article.
Let D be a reduced divisor defined by
] of the O Smodules of logarithmic differential forms and of vector fields. We abbreviate
Definition 2.1 (Saito) .
These modules are stalks of analogously defined coherent O S -sheaves which are normal: If i : S\Sing D ֒→ S denotes the inclusion of the complement of the singular locus of D then i * i * F = F for any of the sheaves F in Definition 2.1. It follows that δ ∈ Der(− log D) if and only if δ is tangent to D at smooth points, and that Ω 1 (log D) and Der(− log D) are mutually dual and hence reflexive.
In particular, normal crossing divisors are free. By definition, there is an exact sequence
is the Jacobian ideal of D. We shall consider the singular locus Sing D of D equipped with the structure defined by J D , that is,
The following fundamental result is a consequence of the sequence (2.1), the HilbertBurch theorem (see [Ale88, §1 Thm.] Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.3, Lemma 2.6, and the depth inequalities
resulting from the exact sequence
reverses inclusions. It is an involution on the class of maximal Cohen-Macaulay fractional ideals.
Proof. See [dJvS90, Prop. (1.7)].
Dual residues
In this section, we develop the dual picture of Saito's residue map and apply it to find inclusion relations of certain natural fractional ideals and their duals.
Let 
] which is defined as follows: By [Sai80, (1.1)], any ω ∈ Ω p (log D) can be written as
where
We shall abbreviate ρ D := ρ 1 D and denote by its image by
Using this notation, condition 3 in Theorem 1.1 becomes OD = R D .
Example 3.1.
(1) Let D = {xy = 0} be a normal crossing curve. Then dx x ∈ Ω(log D) and
On the components D 1 = {x = 0} and D 2 = {y = 0} of the normalizationD = D 1 D 2 , this function equals 1 and 0 respectively and is therefore not in O D . In particular, 
Its residue ρ(ω)
Examples (2) and (3) are due to Saito (see [Sai80, (2.9) iii) ⇒ iv)]) and will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
By definition, there is a short exact residue sequence
Applying Hom OS (−, O S ) to (3.3) gives an exact sequence (3.4)
The right end of this sequence extends to the short exact sequence (2.1) and
This motivates the following Proposition 3.2. There is an exact sequence (3.7)
0 Ext
Proof. The spectral sequence (3.6) applied to R D is associated with
Expanding the double complex Hom
, we obtain the following diagram of long exact sequences: 
and that (3.7) is exact. By comparison with the spectral sequence, we can check that α is the change of rings isomorphism (3.5) applied to R D , and that α • σ D coincides with the connecting homomorphism of the top row of the diagram, which is the same as the one in (3.4).
. Following the definition of ρ D in (3.2), we write ω in the form (3.1). Then we compute
which proves the first two claims.
For the last claim, we consider the diagram dual to (3.8):
As before, we construct a homomorphism ρ 
which gives an exact sequence
similar to the sequence (3.3). Using (3.1) and (3.9), we compute 
Lê-Saito theorem
In this section, we prove the missing implication in the Lê-Saito Theorem 1.1. We begin with some general preparations. Proof. The map φ can be embedded in a map Φ of smooth analytic germs:
. . , x n on S and I Y the defining ideal of Y in T , we can write Φ = (Φ 1 , . . . , Φ n ) and φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ n ) and hence
We may choose T of minimal dimension so that I Y ⊆ m 
O T dΦ i by Nakayama's lemma. But then Φ and hence φ is a closed embedding as claimed. Proof. By definition, the ramification ideal of π is the Fitting ideal
By [Pie79] and our hypotheses, we have
This implies R π = OD by Nakayama's lemma, and hence Ω
SinceD is normal, irreducible and connected components coincide. By localization to a connected componentD i ofD and base change to Proof of Theorem 1.3. By the Briançon-Skoda theorem, (4) ⇒ (7) and the analytic triviality lemma [Sai80, (3.5)] applied to J D at smooth points of Sing D yields (2) ⇐ (4) (see [Fab11] ). Now assume that D is free and normal crossing in codimension 1. By the first assumption and Theorem 2.3, Sing D is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 1 and, in particular, satisfies Serre's condition S 1 . By the second assumption, Sing D also satisfies Serre's condition R 0 . Then Sing D is reduced, and hence J D is radical, by Serre's reducedness criterion. This proves (2) ⇒ (4) for free D.
The last equivalence then follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and Corollary 3.6. 
By [Sai80, (2.9) iii) ⇒ i)], this is equivalent to
On the other hand, Saito's criterion [Sai80, (1.8) i)] for freeness of D reads
By the implicit function theorem, h 1 , . . . , h m is then part of a coordinate system (see [Fab11] ).
Complete intersections
In this section, we suggest a notion of freeness for complete intersections and study it in the case of homogeneous complete intersection space curves. We also indicate a direction for generalizing the results in Section 3 to the complete intersection case.
Let
Then the analogue of (2.1) reads
k Θ S and Der k (− log C) is defined by the sequence. Theorem 2.3 leads to the following natural generalization of freeness.
Definition 5.1. We call a complete intersection C free if it is smooth or if Sing C is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 1.
In particular, any reduced complete intersection curve is trivially free. As in Corollary 2.7, a singular complete intersection C is free if and only if it is reduced and J C is maximal Cohen-Macaulay. Thus, by (5.1), C is free if and only if it is reduced and pd Der k (− log C) < k, generalizing the divisor case k = 1. 
Using a logarithmicČech complex resolving O C (D), it can also be represented as
Thus, (5.2) reduces the claim to identifying Der k (− log C) with the kernel of
There are two natural ways of producing elements of Der k (− log C):
Proof. This follows from the description of codimension 3 Gorenstein algebras in terms of Pfaffians of skew-symmetric matrices due to Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [BE82] .
Remark 5.4. In particular, Lemma 5.3 shows that Sing C is Gorenstein, which is well-known (see [KW84] ).
Proposition 5.5. Let C be a reduced quasihomogeneous complete intersection space curve defined by f, g ∈ O S , quasihomogeneous of degrees r, s with respect to the weights a, b, c on the variables x, y, z. Then we have a resolution
In particular, Der 2 (− log C) is generated by the images of the maps (5.3) and (5.4).
Proof. Surjectivity of J ′ and J ′ • K ′ = 0 follow immediately from Lemma 5.3. The columns of J ′ correspond to
where χ = ax∂ x + by∂ y + cz∂ z ∈ Der(− log D) is the Euler vector field. This proves the last claim. Wedging the elements in (5.6) with χ gives rsg · ∂ x ∧ ∂ y ∧ ∂ z , −rsf · ∂ x ∧ ∂ y ∧ ∂ z , 0, 0, 0.
Then using the first column of K ′ reduces any relation of the columns of J ′ to a relation of the last 3 columns of J ′ , which is clearly in the span of the second row of K ′ . This proves exactness of (5.5) in the middle, and injectivity of K ′ is obvious.
Remark 5.6. Recalling the proof of Lemma 5.3, the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud theorem plays the role of a kind of Saito criterion in the situation of Proposition 5.5. Ext
analogous to (3.7). How to generalize our arguments in Section 3 is unclear however.
